In my sixty-third birthday, Braniac calculated that the world now contained almost six billion communists.

Quickly double-checked and he was right.
Crime didn’t exist. Accidents never happened.

It didn’t even rain. Unless Brainiac was absolutely certain that everyone was carrying an umbrella.

Almost six billion citizens and hardly anyone complained.

Even in private.
THE BAT-MEN SEEM TO BE RESPONDING WELL TO THEIR NEW PERSONALITIES. BRAINIAC, I THINK WE CAN SAFELY REINTRODUCE THEM TO SOCIETY SOON WITHOUT ANY SERIOUS CONCERNS.

A STEADY HAND AND SOME PIONEERING NEUROSURGERY AND EVEN THE MOST PERSISTENT TROUBLEMAKERS CAN BECOME PRODUCTIVE WORKERS, COMRADE SUPERMAN.

SUCCESS IS ONLY MEASURED IN RESULTS. BRAINIAC, SUMMARIZE TODAY’S STATISTICS, PLEASE.

PRODUCTIVITY IS UP EIGHT PERCENT. LIFE EXPECTANCY HAS INCREASED TO ONE HUNDRED AND TWELVE EARTH YEARS.

SUICIDES ARE DOWN SINCE I ADDED FLUOXETINE HYDROCHLORIDE TO THE WATER SUPPLY. BIRTH RATES ARE ON THE RISE. ALL INCREASES LOCALIZED TO THE PREPARED TROUBLE SPOTS...

IF MY OWN REHABILITATION ISN’T PROOF ENOUGH, SURELY YOUR OTHER FORMER ENEMIES CLEANING TOILETS IN BOMBAY IS A TRIBUTE TO THE SUCCESS OF YOUR INITIATIVES.

EVEN LUTHOR HAS BEEN UNUSUALLY QUIET LATELY.
WHAT ABOUT AMERICA?

STILL A WAR ZONE. UNFORTUNATELY, AND STILL REFUSING THE AID PACKAGES WE'VE OFFERED THEM. THREE HUNDRED AND FIFTY MILLION PEOPLE ARE ON THE BRINK OF STARVATION, SUPERMAN.

WOULDN'T IT BE MORE HUMAN TO JUST INVADE THEIR SHORES AND MAKE THEM FALL IN LINE WITH THE REST OF THE WORLD?

AMERICA WILL FALL LIKE EVERY OTHER OUTDATED WORLD ECONOMY. ALL WE HAVE TO DO IS WAIT AND PICK UP THE PIECES.

OUT OF THE QUESTION, OLD FRIEND. THIS GLOBAL REVOLUTION HAS BEEN BLOODLESS SO FAR AND THERE'S NO REASON TO CHANGE TACTICS NOW.

IF THAT MUCH I WAS CERTAIN.

IT ALL I HAD TO DO WAS BIDE MY TIME AND THE WHOLE WORLD WOULD FINALLY BE AS PERFECT AS GOD HAD INTENDED IT TO BE.

IT DIDN'T OCCUR TO ME FOR A MOMENT WHAT AUTHORITY HAD BEEN PLOTTING IN HIS LEAD-LINED, SOUNDPROOFED LABORATORY...
President Luthor ceased trading with the rest of the world in January 2001 and created a strict internal market where he had absolute control over every dollar bill.

By February, he had doubled the standard of living for every American citizen, and he doubled it again in March.

April saw a swift return to full employment. By May, he had eradicated homelessness in thirty-four states still under White House control after the bitter civil war of 1986.

June 1st marked the return of the sixteen prodigal states.

By the middle of his first year in office, America had a vibrant economy, a happy population, and a president with an unprecedented approval rating of one hundred per cent.

But he wasn't doing this for the people.

Lex Luthor couldn't stand the people.

Like everything else in his miserable life, this was just the first stage in a master plan to finally eliminate me.
I know you've got a sentimental attachment to these silly old newspaper offices, Lois, but you must admit that globe runs an otherwise magnificent skyline.

Tearing down the obsolete and replacing it with something better is just the natural order of things, dear sister.

Maybe you're right, Lucy. But isn't it odd how Lex managed to save every other business in the country except the one I used to work for?

Why resurrect the Metropolis Eagle but give the Daily Planet an execution order? Isn't he just being deliberately cruel?

Of course not, darling. What possible reason could Lex ever have for intentionally hurting his own wife?

Because he knows I loved this newspaper with all my heart and he can't stand the idea of me loving anything except him.

Oh, that's the most ridiculous thing I've ever heard.
Lex just likes to surround himself with people he can trust, and your responsibilities as first lady eclipse whatever little trophies you picked up as a newspaper editor.

Have you forgotten what it was like before Lex and Jimmy won the White House from Friedman, Lois? There were tanks on Fifth Avenue. People killing each other for food...

Don't flake out on him now. That we finally have some solid ground to fight Superman and the Soviets on.

You know the country always comes first, Lucy. But I hate the way he thinks he can just manipulate us like we're pieces on one of his stupid chessboards.

Sometimes, when he's drawing charts across our bedroom walls and I see our names in little boxes, I wonder if this big plan to beat Superman is really in the world's best interests. Superman might be a nut with a messiah complex, but don't you think we're in danger of just replacing one demagogue with another?

Very possibly, darling. But at least Lex Luthor is a demagogue who speaks English.
SO WHAT MAKES YOU THINK HE'LL TRY TO INVADE LIST?

BECAUSE SUPERMAN IS A SICK, TOTALITARIAN CONTROL FREAK, JIMMY, AND FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HIS LIFE THINGS ARE GOING WRONG.

HIS PLANS FOR GLOBAL DOMINATION HINGED UPON AMERICA'S COMPLETE COLLAPSE BY MIDNIGHT TONIGHT, BUT MY GENIUS HAS DELIVERED OUR STRONGEST ECONOMY SINCE 1776.

INVASION IS THE ONLY REALISTIC OPTION HE'S GOT LEFT IF HE'S SERIOUS ABOUT THIS PERFECT WORLD HE'S ALWAYS TALKED ABOUT.

BUT THE SECOND HE INVADES WE'RE MASHED POTATOES, LEX.

ALL OUR LITTLE C.I.A.-FUNDED TOYS YOU USED TO THROW AT HIM IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS DON'T EVEN RUFFLE HIS SPIT-CURL.

WHAT MAKES YOU THINK YOU CAN GO HEAD-TO-HEAD WITH THE GUY NOW THAT HE'S MORE SOLAR-CHARGED THAN EVERY?

MY INDEFATIGABLE SUPERIORITY COMPLEX, OLSEN.

NOW SHUT UP AND TAKE A DEEP BREATH.

KLIK
WHERE THE HELL ARE WE?

Purgatory, limbo. Call it whatever you were raised to believe in. I myself refer to it as the Phantom Zone.

This is where I can talk outside the limits of super hearing and work beyond the range of those eerie, cobalt eyes.

I don’t believe this. You figured out the code to recharge the Green Lantern ring and you didn’t even tell me?

It took eighteen years to crack that twenty-four-word combination, but it was worth every pico-second, Jimmy.

“Code name Green Light is the best hope we’ve had in almost half a century of knocking that big latex circus freak on his indestructible backside.”
Because the stupid little trinkets powered by honesty and willpower, I'm sorry to say, that said. It didn't take long to find some noble idiot with the necessary qualifications. Do you remember Colonel Hal Jordan?

The name rings a bell, wasn't he some kind of test pilot?

Only one of the most decorated pilots in military history—

Surrendering that level of power to someone else sounds remarkably out of character for you, Chief. Why didn't you just hang onto the ring for yourself?

"Any normal man would have lost his mind or died in the conditions Jordan endured, but he lasted four years like this and it was all thanks to his incredible willpower."

"You probably read the story about his plane going down in Malaysia back in 1983 when we were still trying to drive the communists out of the South Pacific."

"He was captured by the enemy, tortured every day and fed on a diet of insects until he dropped to a skeletal ninety pounds."

"What do you mean?"

"Basically, he filled his agonizingly long days by building a virtual concentration camp in his head for the communists who were persecuting him."

"Why would you do that?"

"Because there are some things you can't run from, Chief. Not even in your head."

"What are you talking about?"

"What?"

"That's a pretty dark place you're in, Chief."

"Yeah, well. I've been in worse."

"Like what?"

"Like—"
"HE SPENT WEEKS COMPOSING A DESIGN AND THEN, AFTER SELECTING PRECISELY THE RIGHT SPOT IN HIS OLD HOMETOWN STARTED BUILDING THE PLACE IN REAL TIME.

"IF IT TOOK THREE DAYS TO DIG THE FOUNDATIONS, HE WOULD SPEND THREE DAYS IMAGINING EVERY SINGLE STEP.

"IF IT WOULD TAKE A WEEK TO INSTALL THE GASPIPES, HE SPENT EXACTLY A HUNDRED AND SIXTY-EIGHT HOURS MAKING SURE EVERYTHING WAS PERFECT AND EVEN STOPPED FOR COFFEE BREAKS.

"BY 1987, HE HAD CONSTRUCTED SOMETHING THE SIZE OF A FOOTBALL STADIUM."

TO DO WHAT?

TO MENTALLY EXECUTE EACH AND EVERY ONE OF HIS CAPTORS DURING WHAT HE DESCRIBED AS THE MOST TOYOUS NIGHT OF HIS LIFE.

UNDER THE CORRECT CIRCUMSTANCES, I REALLY BELIEVE THAT COBBLER JORDAN HAS WHAT IT TAKES TO BRING SUPERMAN DOWN BY HIMSELF, JIMMY-

--BUT JORDAN'S ONLY ONE OF SEVERAL SURPRISES I'VE GOT UP THE SLEEVE OF MY TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR THREE-PIECE.
I can see now why your secretary of state calls Themyscira Paradise Island, Your Highness.

If the absence of men means the world can be this perfect, perhaps it’s time we banned them from Metropolis too.

Man’s world grows more insane with every passing year. Mrs. Luthor, it’s only right that a place exists where women can be safe from their vulgarity and all-consuming lust.

But surely there are some things you miss out there?

After all, you and Superman were something of an item when you wore your high heels and called yourself Wonder Woman.

Superman had a clearness in his eyes which I thought separated him from the rest of his gender. But the truth is that he’s just as dangerous and power-obsessed as any other male.

A fact, I regret, that I learned to my cost some years ago.

He’s a very charismatic individual and his apparent sincerity fooled me for a long time. If you’ve ever met him in the flesh, you’ll understand how his skin almost crackles.

Oh, I understand perfectly, Your Highness. In fact, if I wasn’t so happily married, I almost find him attractive myself.
I'VE OFTEN WONDERED WHY A WOMAN OF YOUR CHARACTER REMAINS BY THE SIDE OF THAT HAIRLESS MACHIAVELLI, MRS. LUTHOR. HE MIGHT HAVE RESTORED THE DIGNITY OF YOUR COUNTRY, BUT I'VE FOUGHT ENOUGH OF HIS KILLER ROBOTS OVER THE YEARS TO REALIZE LEX LUTHOR HAS LITTLE OR NO REGARD FOR HUMAN LIFE.

IT'S QUITE CLEAR THAT THE ONLY REASON HE EVEN RAN FOR PRESIDENT WAS TO CREATE A MORE EFFECTIVE PLATFORM FROM WHICH HE MIGHT ULTIMATELY DESTROY SUPERMAN.

FOR ALL WE KNOW, ROOSEVELT ONLY RAN FOR OFFICE BECAUSE HE LIKED SKIDDING AROUND THE WHITE HOUSE IN A WHEELCHAIR. BUT HE STILL BEAT HITLER, RIGHT?

WHY DID YOU COME HERE, MRS. LUTHOR? AND I DON'T WANT TO HEAR YOUR EXCUSE ABOUT A DIPLOMATIC VISIT FROM THE FIRST LADY ON BEHALF OF THE WONDER WOMEN OF AMERICA.

WHY ARE YOU REALLY HERE?

TO MAKE SURE LEX HAS YOUR SUPPORT WHEN HE Launches HIS BIG ATTACK ON SUPERMAN INSIDE THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.
STALINGRAD:

WE LOST THE OPERA HOUSE. THE OLYMPIC STADIUM. FORTY OR FIFTY APARTMENT BLOCKS. AND GOD KNOWS HOW MANY PEOPLE BEFORE WE KILLED IT, SUPERMAN.

WHERE WERE YOU? IT'S DIFFICULT ENOUGH MAINTAINING SOME KIND OF ORDER IN THIS PLACE WITHOUT HANDLING PROBLEMS LIKE THIS.

YOU'RE SUPPOSED TO CHECK THE FILTERS EVERY TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

I'M SO SORRY, COMRADES. THE FIRST ORGANISM TO SLIP PAST MY MICROSCOPIC VISION IN ALL THESE YEARS.

I CAN HARDLY BELIEVE I ALLOWED THIS TO HAPPEN. I'VE JUST BEEN SO Distracted Lately.
NOT ONLY WILL I DOUBT MY EFFORTS TO BRING STALINGRAD BACK TO ITS NATURAL SIZE, BUT YOU HAVE MY WORD I'LL CHECK THE FILTER TUBES ON AN HOURLY BASIS FROM THIS MOMENT ON.

AGAIN, I CAN ONLY OFFER MY APOLOGIES. I PROMISE I'LL NEVER LET YOU DOWN AGAIN.

VIRTUAL IMAGE OFF, SUPERMAN OUT.

HOW COULD YOU DO THIS BRAINIAQ? WHAT KIND OF MONSTER WOULD TRAP AN ENTIRE CIVILIZATION INSIDE A SAMPLE JAR? IT'S THE MOST GROTESQUE THING I'VE EVER SEEN.

FORGIVE ME, SUPERMAN, BUT I DISAGREE WITH YOUR ASSERTION. I CARED FOR THESE CULTURES AND TENDED TO THEIR EVERY REQUIREMENT TO SURVIVE AS A SPECIES.

YOU CAN'T BLAME AN ALIEN SUPERCOMPUTER FOR STORING INFORMATION. ALL I WAS DOING WAS FOLLOWING MY ORIGINAL PRIME DIRECTIVE.

BUT YOU TOOK AWAY WHAT MADE THEM HUMAN AND THERE'S NEVER AN EXCUSE FOR THAT, BRAINIAQ. FAILED TO RE-GROW THESE PEOPLE HAS BEEN THE BLACK SPOT OF MY CAREER.
Perhaps, but our biggest concern at the moment should be events in North America. This is no longer a case of the one corner of the world where things didn't go to plan.

The newly United States now pose a threat to everything you have ever accomplished, Superman.

This is Luthor's ultimate death trap. He's spent almost two decades formulating this single assault, and my evidence suggests that things will be coming to a head shortly.

Any recommendations?

Strike first. Eliminate his power bases. Execute Luthor and complete the mission you started half a century ago.

A perfect world is only hours away if you're brave enough to grasp it, Superman.

But I don't want to invade them, Brainiac. Everything I've accomplished so far has been done by winning the argument.

I could have had my Utopia overnight if I'd hammered the world into submission with my fists.
But America is like a cancer cell, Superman. You can either act now and surgically remove it or step back and let it destroy the rest of the body.

It’s a choice that only you can make, comrade.

If we attack now, I estimate a total of only 6.5 million dead and a conflict lasting no more than eight hours.

However, every thirty minutes you delay the decision will approximately double the variables involved. Time is clearly of the essence here.

Unless, of course, you surrender immediately and drop the estimated fatalities to an aging Kryptonian despot and his cringing robotic man-slave.

Congratulations, Superman. You’ve successfully identified one of the two most famous faces on terra firma.

Luthor?
IN BRIGHTEST DAY. IN BLACKEST NIGHT. NO EVIL SHALL ESCAPE MY SIGHT.

Beware my power...

Let those who worship evil's might...

--Green Lantern's Light!
How did you get past the palace’s defenses?

Defenses? Oh, I thought those were just decorations for some cheap Russian folk festival.

So this is your famous Winter Palace. Ehh, it’s hardly surprising you haven’t had a date in decades.

Tell me, is it true you and Brainiac spend every night of the week playing chess to stalemate until one of you breaks down and starts sobbing for mother?

What are you doing here, Luthor? I thought you’d be busy priming your ultimate weapons for the big attack.

Wonder Woman and the Green Lantern Marine Corps? Oh, they’re good, Superman, but they’re hardly the basis of my assault upon your evil empire.

I came here to fight you on my own terms, Man of Steel.

Are you ready to lock horns with the most dangerous mind in the world?
URK!

Brainiac! What the hell are you doing?

Something we should have done many years ago. Superman. Luthor simply must be turned into a Superman robot like we did with all the other troublemakers over the years.

I couldn’t allow him to debate with you, Superman. Entering a conversation with a Level Nine Intelligence is more dangerous than any death trap.

My calculations were that he could have talked you into suicide within fourteen minutes.

So that’s it? This is how it all ends?

No, there’s still the matter of the American forces preparing to attack Superman, but the decision is now quite simple...

Do you meet aggression with aggression or do you allow these people to take apart everything you’ve ever accomplished?
GREEN LANTERN CORPS, THIS IS COLONEL HAL JORDAN! MAINTAIN A SPEED OF MACH SIX AND PICK AN ALTITUDE WHERE YOU AREN'T GOING TO KILL ANY BIRDS!

ROGER THAT, COLONEL JORDAN!

BRAINIAK: PREPARE THE SHIP FOR A FULL-SCALE ASSAULT. YOU TAKE THE WEST COAST AND I'LL TAKE THE EAST.

WE CAN CONVERGE IN WASHINGTON AT SIX HUNDRED HOURS AND SEIZE THE WHITE HOUSE TOGETHER.

DAMN YOU FOR MAKING ME DO THIS, LUTHOR!

DAMN YOU TO HELL, YOU LUNATIC!

OKAY, BOYS. WE'RE ONLY GOING TO GET ONE SHOT AT THIS. SO LET'S KNOCK THE BALL OUT OF THE PARK AND MAKE THE FOLKS BACK HOME PROUD, HUH?

PARDON ME, MISTER VICE PRESIDENT, BUT WE'VE FOUND SOMETHING ON THE RADAR I THINK YOU'D BETTER TAKE A LOOK AT, SIR...
MAYDAY! MAYDAY! UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT HEADING SOUTH SOUTHWEST AT SIX TIMES THE SPEED OF SOUND!

PREPARE FOR ATTACK! PREPARE FOR ATTACK!

WHAT?

SUPERMAN!

STAY COOL, GENTLEMEN! DON'T BE INTIMIDATED! THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT WE TRAINED FOR!

LIKE HELL IT IS, SIR! HE'S GONNA KILL US ALL!
HE’S TOO FAST, COLONEL! IT’S COMPLETELY HOPELESS!

NOT IN MY LEXICON, STARNER! NOW SHUT UP AND THINK GREEN THOUGHTS!

WHAT IN GOD’S NAME–?

REMEMBER THE PRESIDENT’S DESIGN, BOYS: THIS HAS GOT TO BE A BOX WITHIN A BOX WITHIN AN INFINITE NUMBER OF BOXES!

EACH LAYER SHOULD BE ONE MICRON THIN, SO THE ENTIRE STRUCTURE IS IMPOSSIBLE TO BREACh!

I CAN’T HOLD IT, SR! MY MIND’S STARTING TO WANDER AND I’M THINKING ABOUT A TV SHOW I WATCHED AS A KID!

SO BITE YOUR LIP AND COUNT TO TEN, GARDNER! IT DOESN’T MATTER WHAT HE’S HITTING US WITH HERE--

YOU FREAK OUT NOW AND THEY’LL BE SIPPIng VODKAS IN THE PENTAGON BY SUNDOWN, SOLDIER!
THINK FRESH PICTURES! THINK FRESH...!

Huh?

A THOUGHT-BASED WEAPON AGAINST SOMEONE WHO CAN MOVE AT TEN TIMES THE SPEED OF THOUGHT?

NOT TOO SMART, COLONEL JORDAN.

NOW STAY HERE AND MAKE YOURSELVES COMFORTABLE, COMRADES. I'LL BE BACK IN AN HOUR TO REPROGRAM EVERYONE.

GROUND CONTROL TO WONDER WOMEN: THE GREEN LANTERN MARINE CORPS HAVE BEEN NEUTRALIZED! I REPEAT: THE GREEN LANTERN MARINE CORPS HAVE BEEN NEUTRALIZED!

ARE YOU READY TO ENGAGE?
READY AND WILLING, COMMANDER.

DON'T MAKE ME DO THIS DIANA! I DON'T WANT TO HURT YOU, BUT I WILL IF I HAVE TO...

AAAGH!

YOUR CHOICE, PRINCESS.
Diana! No!

He's crucifying the Amazons and the Brainiac ship has disabled ninety percent of our fleet in the Pacific in a matter of minutes. What have we got to lose?

Release all those Super-Villains Luthor created over the years! Just hit him with everything we've got!

Yes, sir!

Ugh!

Why are you siding with them like this, Diana? I'm trying to save the world here. You idiot!

Wonder Woman, fall back and attend to any casualties! You've been relieved! I repeat, you've been relieved!

Let's go for it, boys! This is our last stand!
LOIS! FORGET THE PLAN! IT DOESN'T MATTER ANYMORE! WE'VE JUST GOT TO GET OUT OF HERE!

YOU SAID IT YOURSELF, LUCY. LEX LUTHOR DOESN'T MAKE MISTAKES AND HE CAN'T GOING TO MAKE ONE NOW.

I HOPE.

I'M GOING TO HAVE TO ASK YOU TO EVACUATE THE AREA, MRS. LUTHOR!
I respect the fact that you're taking a stand like this, but we're destroying everything within a five-mile radius of the Pentagon and I don't want anyone hurt.

I'm sorry, Superman. But this is my home and I'm not budging an inch.

I don't think you understand, ma'am. Your Air Force has been neutralized and your superpeople have been scattered to the winds. America is finished. I'm afraid you don't have anything left to hit me with.

Actually, we've still got one shell left in our arsenal. Superman, if you think I'm kidding, just take a look at the letter in my inside pocket.

With the greatest respect, Mrs. Luthor. I hardly think a brown manila envelope is going to stop me in my tracks; even if it does have a presidential seal.
WHAT AM I DOING? WELL, THEY SAY THE PEN IS MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD, LOIS, SO I'M DISTILLING EVERYTHING SUPERMAN HATES AND FEARS ABOUT HIMSELF INTO A SINGLE SENTENCE.

HE MIGHT SHRUG OFF A NUCLEAR STRIKE, BUT I GUARANTEE THIS IS GOING TO STRIKE THAT FLAMEPROOF HEART OF HIS.

I COULDN'T ALLOW HIM TO DEBATE WITH YOU, SUPERMAN. ENTERING A CONVERSATION WITH A LEVEL NINE INTELLIGENCE IS MORE DANGEROUS THAN ANY DEATH TRAP.

MY CALCULATIONS WERE THAT HE COULD HAVE TALKED YOU INTO SUICIDE WITHIN FOURTEEN MINUTES.

SUPERMAN? ARE YOU OKAY?
Oh my God! What have I done? All I wanted was to put an end to all the wars and famines! I only wanted the best for everyone. You’ve got to believe me...

What the hell was in this letter?

Why don’t you just put the whole world in a bottle, Superman?

Superman, you appear to be distressed...

What’s wrong?
I’M JUST AS BAD AS YOU WERE, BRAINAC. I’M JUST ANOTHER ALIEN BULLYING A LESS DEVELOPED SPECIES AND IT’S MORALLY UNJUSTIFIABLE.

SWITCH OFF YOUR WEAPONS SYSTEM, COMRADE. WE’RE GOING HOME.

BUT YOU CAN’T STOP NOW! WHEN YOU’RE ON THE BRINK OF UTOPIA, SUPERMAN, DENYING THEM PERFECTION IS MORE MORALLY CORRUPT THAN ENFORCING IT.

AT LEAST LEAVING THEM ALONE MEANS THEY CAN MAKE THEIR OWN MISTAKES AGAIN, COMRADE. LUTHOR’S RIGHT: THIS ISN’T HOW THE WORLD WAS MEANT TO BE.

WE WEREN’T BORN HERE AND WE’VE NO RIGHT TO INTERFERE.

AND THAT IS YOUR FINAL DECISION? IS THERE NOTHING I CAN SAY WHICH MIGHT CHANGE YOUR MIND ON THIS MATTER?

NOTHING, BRAINAC.

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.

WELL, I’M AFRAID THAT’S JUST UNACCEPTABLE, MAN OF STEEL...
Aaagh!

DID YOU REALLY THINK YOU COULD REPROGRAM ME, LITTLE THING? A LEVEL 12 INTELLIGENCE? DID YOU REALLY THINK I COULDN'T OUTMANEUVER THOSE CLUMSY HUMAN FINGERS?

THE NOTION IS PREPOSTEROUS.

Help! For God's sake, somebody help him!

I wasn't under your command. You were under mine, Superman. Expanding and consuming country by country, until an entire world ran to my ideals.

Such a shame that you won't be alive to see the work complete. To see the work continue, planet by planet, until an entire universe hums under my battery.

Don't die calling me a monster, Superman. It is important that you realize you and I are exactly the same kind of creatures.
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE POWER?

CUT OFF BY THOSE CLUMSY HUMAN FINGERS HE SAID HE WAS ADEPT AT OUTMANEUVERING, DEAR LOIS.

LET ME INTO THE HEART OF THIS THING WAS HIS FIRST MISTAKE, DARLING, BUT THE BIG ONE WAS UNDERESTIMATING THE RESOURCEFULNESS OF THE HUMAN MIND.

YOUR MOVE, SUPERMAN.
NICE OF YOU TO
SAVE THE C.P.U. BEFORE
YOU SQUSHELLED HIM, ALIEN, BUT WILL
YOU HAVE THE DECENCY TO LEAVE
EARTH NOW THAT YOU REALISE
WHAT A SOCIOLOGICAL
DISASTER YOU'VE BEEN CAUSING?

FIRST, I PLAN
TO BURY THIS IN THE
SEA OF TRANQUILITY,
LUTHOR. THEN WE CAN
FIGURE OUT WHETHER OR
NOT I CAN SAFELY STAY
BEHIND ON PLANET
EARTH.
FIFTY-NINE SECONDS TO DETONATION...!

WHAT?

FIFTY-SEVEN SECONDS TO DETONATION...

OH MY GOD! HE MUST HAVE HAD A SELF-DESTRUCT MECHANISM ENCODED INTO THE HARD DRIVE IN CASE SOMETHING LIKE THIS EVER HAPPENED!

THE SIX MINI BLACK HOLES THAT WERE POWERING HIS ENGINES HAVE BEEN PRIMED TO GO OFF!

WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO, SUPERMAN?

WHAT DO YOU THINK, LUTHOR?

BUT POWER ON THIS LEVEL BEING UNLEASHED IS GOING TO WIPE OUT EVERYTHING IN A FIFTEEN-MILLION MILE RADIUS! EVEN YOU AIN'T THAT FAST!
WHAT'S GOING ON? WHAT'S HE DOING?

SOMETHING WONDERFUL, JIMMY.

LEX, I KNOW YOU'RE NOT GOING TO HEAR THIS MESSAGE FOR A WHILE OR EVEN SEE THE EXPLOSION UNTIL THE LIGHT REACHES YOU, BUT THERE'S SOMETHING I HAVE TO SAY BEFORE I GO...

WELL PLAYED, OLD FRIEND.
Superman gone. Brainiac gone. The world ready to embrace Luthorism even more readily than ever before.

One could almost be forgiven for thinking that this had all been worked out to the tenth decimal point forty years ago. Eh?

Checkmate, Superman.
For the first time in human history, the world had tasted death and so they gloried in their triumph, as excited by Superman's defeat as they were by Brainiacs.

Lex Luthor and Jimmy Olsen, won a landslide victory in 2004, re-elected to the White House with a staggering hundred and one percent of the vote.

To this day, scientists and mathematicians are baffled by the result. Everyone a little too superstitious to blame the figure on a computer error.

 Freed from Superman's all-seeing eye, the Soviet empire descended into chaos for a while until the Batmen reappeared and brought justice to the streets again.

Within six months, Luthor was running their economy. Within a year, even Moscow had signed up with his Global United States.

Setting up home in the Winter Palace, he combined his own ideas with notes from the archives, creating a brand new style of government unlike anything we'd ever seen...

I almost hate to admit it, but Superman and Brainiac actually had some surprisingly good ideas here, boys.
Metropolis was where he was born and where he asked to be laid to rest in a geometric maze of his own design.

The city was renamed Lexor over five hundred years earlier, but you could still recognize some of the old landmarks like the Metropolis Tower and the Daily Planet building.

I thought for a moment that his widow might recognize me at the funeral. Would she see through the glasses and the dark blue suit of the disguise I'd created?

Lois Lane was after all a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist.

Luthor.

What’s up, mom? Are you okay?

But, much to my surprise, she didn’t.

Not even for a second.

Fine, Albert. Absolutely fine. I just had the strangest sense of déjà vu for a moment.
In many ways, Superman really did die on the outer reaches of the solar system all those centuries ago.

Luthor might have dropped a decimal point when he calculated my density, but he successfully made me realize that the human race could thrive without me.

For the first time, I could sit back and see the wonders of the world through human eyes and appreciate a resourcefulness that I had failed to give them credit for.

Mankind had evolved to become the most advanced species in the known universe. Inspired and led by a billion years of the Luthor lineage...


LEXI L. JORDAN L. LANA L. AND OF COURSE LEN LUTHOR'S GREAT GRANDSON TO THE POWER FIFTY: A YOUNG MAN CALLED JOR L. WHOSE I.Q. EXCEEDED THAT OF EVEN HIS BELOVED ANCESTOR.

But he's been acting strange lately, working too hard and telling the world that our bright, red sun has pinned my powers and aged my mind in danger of consuming us.

Could he be right, I wonder? Or is this to be the first time in countless years, that a Luthor has made a mistake?
IDIOTS!
WE'RE GOVERNED BY IDIOTS.
LARA!

WHAT HAPPENED, JOR-L? DIDN'T THE SCIENCE COUNCIL LISTEN TO YOUR WARNINGS?
LISTEN! THOSE OVER-SATISFIED FOOLS Didn'T EVEN LOOK AT MY READINGS.
I GAVE THEM FIRM, SUBSTANTIATED EVIDENCE THAT THE EARTH IS ON THE BRINK OF COLLAPSING INTO OUR OWN SUN AND THEY TELL ME THE PLANET'S MERELY SHIFTING ITS ORBIT.

IT'S ALMOST LIKE THEY'VE NOTHING LEFT TO DO BUT DIE, BUT I REFUSE TO LET THEIR EMPTINESS BRING ANY HARM TO YOU, MY LITTLE KAL-L.
WHY SHOULD YOU HAVE TO SUFFER FOR BEING BORN INTO A WORLD WITH NOTHING LEFT TO CONQUER?

DO WE REALLY HAVE TO SEND HIM SO FAR BACK, JOR-L? THE SUN'S RAYS WERE YELLOW IN THOSE DAYS, THEIR PEOPLE WEAK AND PRIMITIVE, HE'S GOING TO BE SO DIFFERENT FROM EVERYONE.

-AND HE'LL NEED THESE ADVANTAGES TO SURVIVE, MY DARLING.

BUT HE'LL BE STRONG, HE'LL BE FAST, HE'LL BE VIRTUALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE.
GOODBYE, MY SON. GO BACK AND CHANGE THE WORLD SO THAT WE MIGHT NOT BECOME THIS COLD, COMPLACENT LOT...

"...GO BACK AND BRING A LITTLE LIGHT TO OUR LIVES AGAIN."
IF I had finished the Book, this would have been Superman’s costume. I still like what Kilimanjaro came up with, though.
I took a lot of crap from friends about this hat. But I still like the design. Russia is cold. Why can’t Batman have a warm hat?
Here's two different ways to do the same shot. I think both work but a choice had to be made. The final version had to be done with 5 point perspective. It's a real pain to do, but worth the effort.

Unlike most artists I like to do most of my work on scrap paper then lightbox the final design on the Bristol board. Maybe that's why I'm so slow, but it eliminates the pressure of having to get it right on the page the first time. Not to mention I can enlarge or reduce the layout to suit my needs before I commit it to paper.
This was the first cover idea for issue 3. But I felt it didn’t fill up the space on the cover. Too much dead area on either side of the figure. Especially after reducing him down to fit under the title logo. Well, at least it’s seeing the light of day in this book.

Ahhh, The Devilpig.
This little bastard has been showing up everywhere.
Coming to a 100 Bullets cover soon.
THE RING ITSELF IS PRETTY MUCH THE SAME

IT'S A FLIGHT SUIT KINDA THING

GREEN LANTERN?

WHITE

GREEN

GREEN LANTERN
LET OUR ENEMIES BEWARE:

“I waited years to read this story, and Millar did not disappoint. Once again, Mark proves he has one of the most original voices in comics, not to mention a particularly distinct grasp of the comic book super-hero. And good God, is it gorgeous to look at too.”
— Kevin Smith

“You have to admire all this cleverness; there’s just no way around it.”
— aint-it-cool-news.com

“Millar takes a massive gamble here with one of the world’s most enduring icons.”
— The London Sunday Times

“Superman: Red Son offers the reader an interesting discourse in politics through the voices of Lex Luthor and Superman.”
— SilverBulletComicBooks.com

“Red Son looks to be one defining piece of Superman work that should go beyond the art team’s personal fame and credits. This should be recommended as a piece that any and every fan should check out...utterly superb in its completion.”
— HeroRealm.com

“Millar and Johnson do a great job of conveying Superman’s good heart, while giving a sense of impending doom to the whole thing.”
— TheFourthRail.com/SnapJudgments

Strange visitor from another world who can change the course of mighty rivers, bend steel in his bare hands... and who, as the champion of the common worker, fights a never-ending battle for Stalin, Socialism and the international expansion of the Warsaw Pact.

In this Elseworlds tale, a familiar rocketship crash-lands on Earth carrying an infant who will one day become the most powerful being on the planet. But his ship doesn’t land in America. He is not raised in Smallville, Kansas. Instead, he makes his new home on a collective in the Soviet Union!

THERE IS ONLY ONE SUPERPOWER NOW.

From the mind of Mark Millar, the best-selling writer of Ultimates and The Authority, comes this strangely different take on the Superman mythos. Featuring art by Dave Johnson, Kilian Plunkett, Andrew Robinson, and Walden Wong, with an introduction by film producer Tom DeSanto (Apt Pupil, X-Men, X2: X-Men United).